PSMA-PSA clones controlled by full Akt phosphorylation (T308+,S473+) recapitulate molecular features of human prostate cancer.
(PSMA+,PSA+) and (PSMA+,PSA-) are the two most individual clones that we have previously identified during prostate cancer (PC) progression. However, molecular signatures associated with these distinct PSMA-PSA prostate clones and their specific correlation with disease outcome is yet to be defined. Since Akt is a major pathway involved in the critical activating events that leads to malignant form of the disease, we studied the involvement of full Akt activation (T308+,S473+) connected with serum PSA levels, tissue PSMA expression and angiogenic activity on the emergence of (PSMA+,PSA+) and (PSMA+,PSA-) PC clones. The study was carried out in 6 normal prostate, 25 benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH) and 23 (PC). Immunohistochemical analysis was performed to study the expression of PSMA, PSA, pAkt(T308), pAkt(S473) and CD34 in prostate tissues. The evaluation of angiogenesis was made by CD34 immune marker. Serum levels of PSA were assayed by Immulite autoanalyser. The most relevant result showed that, among PC patients with pAkt (T308+,S473+) profile, patients that exhibit the (PSMA+,PSA+) clone have .higher serum PSA levels, tissue PSMA expression and angiogenic activity than those with (PSMA+,PSA-) clone. Although have the same (PSMA+,PSA+) prostate clone, BPH patients have distinct molecular-biological features compared to PC patients among pAkt (T308+,S473+) profile. In fact, among patients with maximal Akt activation, the (PSMA+,PSA+) PC clone is characterized by higher serum PSA levels, tissue PSMA production and intensive angiogenic activity than (PSMA+,PSA+) BPH clone. These findings emphasize the potential role of the full Akt activation (T308+,S473+) in expansion of several PSMA-PSA prostate clones capable of driving both human PC initiation as well as progression to a metastatic phenotype. Pinpoint patients according to PSMA-PSA clones could recapitulate the histological and molecular features of human PC and may offer a novel approach for controlling metastasis.